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Introduction
A white dude with a dick the size of a tree-limb goes out cruising for chicks on this reality site and end
up nailing the holes of some of the finest honeys in the whole skin biz. Mr Big Dicks Hot Chicks is a
reality style site that features Mr. Big Dicks as he goes about town fucking Hot Chicks who love huge
cock!

Adult Review
There are plenty of professional pornstars working in the skin business these days and they go from studio to studio or site to
site fucking for money, but that makes many of them seem jaded and unable to actually enjoy themselves when they get their
bodies banged. That's where Mr Big Dicks Hot Chicks steps in to rescue them!
  
  Featuring a white dude with an eleven inch cock, this is a site that the pornstars enjoy working on as much as you'll enjoy
watching. You can see their eyes light-up as they see his oversized rod for the first time. Some gasp with excitement, while
others try to control their emotions long enough to get naked so they can have their pussies and assholes gaped out by deep
dick action!
  
  With 81 exclusive scenes already in the archives and full access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this
review, the only thing larger than Mr Big Dicks Hot Chicks cock is the amount of video your monthly membership gets you!
  
  Each scene is available for download in dialup friendly or broadband enhanced versions. You can also watch the movies
streaming online in a nicely designed simple to use Flash viewer as well. With so many content options available, this is a
great site for anyone getting their first porn site membership.
  
  Along with all the videos and the weekly updates comes two full picture sets as well. One set is taken from the video shoot,
the other are high-res 900x600 still photos from a studio shoot.
  
  The site offers a limited trial option but as always, it doesn't give you full access so your cock is far better off getting the full
monthly membership right out of the gate. When you login to watch hot chicks getting skewered by huge dick, you want to
be sure you can see all the action and only the monthly membership gives you that.

Porn Summary
Eleven inches of white meat is used to pork professional pornstars as Mr Big Dicks Hot Chicks brings them out of their
comfort zone so they can feel like their pussies, mouths and assholes are new... being stretched open for the first time in a
long time!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Ten inches of white cock in some chicks who are definite 10s as well!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 86 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 86
Support: 83 Unique: 80    Taste: 85        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Casting Couch Teens (86) ,Tinys Black Adventures (85) ,Big Cock Teen Addiction (85) ,Please Bang My Wife (84) ,The Big
Swallow (84) ,Lesbian Teen Hunter (84) ,Bus Stop Whores (78) ,All Reality Pass (Preview) ,Coeds Need Cash (Preview) ,I
Spy Cameltoe (Preview) ,College Teens Book Bang (Preview) ,Mr Chews Asian Beaver (Preview) ,Giants Black Meat White
Treat (Preview) ,Pimp My Black Teen (Preview) ,Teeny Bopper Club (Preview) ,Panties AND Fannies (Preview) ,Horny
Spanish Flies (Preview) ,MILFs In Heat (Preview) ,Round Mound Of Ass (Preview) ,Barefoot Maniacs (Preview) ,Blind Date
Bangers (Preview) ,Big Tit Patrol (Preview) ,See Her Squirt (Preview) 
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Porn Niches
Big Cocks, Exclusive, Hardcore, Oral, PornStars

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.98 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 81
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